On of the Performance of the WRF Numerical Model over Complex Terrain on a High Performance Computing Cluster
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Abstract— In this paper the performance of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) numerical model over complex terrain on a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster is discussed. Simulations were performed with two different nested domain configurations and the patterns and variability of near-surface winds over two selected areas of the Greek territory were compared with data from surface meteorological stations. Various verification statistics were utilized to gauge the ability of the model for accurate predictions and its performance for the different configurations was assessed. Finally, suggestions were made concerning performance optimization for high resolution simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In atmospheric physics and meteorology, it is critical to obtain accurate forecasts of meso- to micro-scale weather phenomena within reasonable time scales and sufficient lead time (at least 48 hours). In order to achieve that, high spatial and temporal resolutions are required and hence, sufficient computational power is needed. In recent years, significant effort has been put in analyzing the performance of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models and in particular WRF with different high performance computational setups in single-domain simulations with uniform spatial resolution [1]-[5]. However, not much work has been carried out on high resolution nested domains simulations, which are essential for high fidelity forecasts. Recently [6], the performance of an older version of WRF was assessed in different nested domain configurations. In the present paper, we discuss the performance of WRF Version 3 on an HPC cluster (72 cores in total) and the cost to produce in two different nested domain configurations accurate forecasts when the highest spatial resolution is 3-km and 1-km, respectively in regions of complex topography. For this study, the near-surface wind patterns and variability over two selected areas of Greece were chosen and the sensitivity of the WRF model for the two different nested domain configurations is measured against two wind-measuring stations consisting of 30 m masts equipped with vane anemometers. The presented work is based on preliminary results of on-going work within the auspices of the AKAIPRO research project [7]. We chose to simulate a typical summer period, 11-17 July 2013, characterized by moderate to strong north or north-easterly winds. This particular period was chosen because of the fairly stable atmospheric conditions in the region. The period between 11 and 17 July 2013, was typically characterized by Etesian winds. They are northern sector
winds blowing over the Aegean Sea during summer and early autumn (see e.g. [8]).

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the numerical and experimental setup. Section III contains an analysis of the mesoscale model performance with the different nested domain options. Our conclusions are summarized in Section IV.

II. NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The WRF model [9], utilized in the AKAIPRO research project, is a state-of-the-art regional to global-scale numerical weather prediction model that is used for operational forecasting as well as academic research all over the world. The model can be built in serial, parallel (MPI) and mixed-mode (OpenMP and MPI) forms and has been specifically designed to perform well on massively parallel computers [6]. For this study, all simulations were performed with WRF Version 3.4.1.

A. The TYPHOON HPC Cluster

The TYPHOON HPC system is a Fujitsu blade cluster with 12 Intel Xeon E5-2430 @ 2.2 GHz cpu's. Each blade hosts a pair of cpu's and contains 16GB of RAM and a 146GB SAS hard drive. It has been deployed by the AKAIPRO research project [7] to pursue work in weather forecasting, development of climate models and other critical research. The jobs submitted to the cluster have included both small WRF runs on separate nodes or large runs on the entire TYPHOON cluster. The GNU compilers were tested and worked but using the Intel C/C++/Fortran compilers resulted in substantially better performance. Best results were achieved using a distributed-memory parallelism (dmpar) build, which enabled MPI. However, due to the small size of the cluster, a hybrid build (dmpar+smpar) was used in all runs reported below. It has to be noted that hyper-threading was turned off, since it had only a marginal or negligible improvement in computing performance.

B. Experimental Setup

From a number of observational sites, two in northeastern Greece were chosen for this investigation, with wind speed and direction measurements recorded at 20m, 28m and 30m above ground level (agl). The locations of the observation (surface) stations and their codes are shown in Fig. 1. The two sites (Kavala-kav and Loutro-ltr) were chosen because of the convoluted topography of the region, with the mountainous bulks at the Greece-Bulgaria border lying at their north, the Aegean sea at their south, the Evros river plain and the Dardanelle Straits at their east and the peninsula of mount Athos at their west.

Wind speed and wind direction were recorded by vane anemometers, placed on 30 m masts located at the observation stations mentioned above, for the week between 11 and 17 July 2013. The masts were deployed as part of the AKAIPRO project. The 20 min average wind speed and wind direction at 28 m above ground level were used for comparison with the WRF simulations. In turn, the WRF-simulated wind speed and wind direction were estimated at 28m by interpolation.

Fig.1 Locations of the observational sites together with their codes.

C. Numerical Setup

For the numerical experiments, the initial and boundary conditions were derived from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) model analysis by WRF preprocessing. An improved representation of topography with 60 m × 60 m spatial resolution that has been specifically designed for the AKAIPRO project and an updated land-use dataset with 24 land-use categories from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) were used, in order to ensure more accurate surface conditions. These simulations were run without nudging [10]. The two different nested domain configurations are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 The two different nested domain configurations (a) 3-domain configuration C1, with horizontal grid resolutions d01: 27 km, d02: 9 km, d03: 3 km, (b) 4-domain configuration C2, with horizontal grid resolutions d01: 27 km, d02: 9 km, d03: 3 km, d04: 1 km.

In both configurations, domains d01 and d02 were exactly the same. In C1, domain d03 covers an area of 1038 km $\times$ 1065 km, while in C2 domain d03 covers an area of 669 km $\times$ 453 km and domain d04 an area of 247 km $\times$ 223 km. It should be noted that the area covered by d03 in C1 is larger than the area covered collectively by d03 and d04 in C2 with the number of grid points in d03 of C1 being 122,830 whereas the number of grid points in d03 and d04 of C2 are 33,673 and 55,081, respectively. The ratio of the number of grid points of d03 and d04 of C2 to the number of grid points of d03 of C1 is approximately 3/4. However, for reasons of numerical stability, the timestep employed in the C2 configuration for d01 (the outer domain) is 27 s, half of the one employed for d01 in the C1 configuration (54 s). Small timesteps had to be employed in order for the numerical stability criterion to be satisfied [9]. In both configurations, the timestep of each nested domain was one third of the timestep of its parent domain. Only in C2 was the timestep of d04 taken equal to the timestep of d03, since this did not violate the stability criterion and helped speed up the calculations.

Two-way nesting was chosen, since it has been found to perform in general better than one-way nesting [11]. All modelling domains had 50 layers in the vertical dimension, with the model top being set at 50 hPa. The Noah land surface model was used for surface layer parametrization [12]. The Kain-Fritsch scheme was used for parametrizing cumulus convection [13]. Shortwave radiation processes were handled using a cloud radiation scheme [14] and the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) scheme [15] was applied for longwave radiation processes. A total of 9 different combinations were tested on the three-domain nested configuration C1 (see Fig. 2) for the microphysics and planetary boundary layer (PBL) parametrizations, as these are among the processes considered to have a stronger influence on wind fields close to the surface [16]. After careful analysis of the results (not shown here), it was concluded that that the combination that performed better was the one utilizing the Thompson scheme for the microphysics [17] and the MYNN2.5 scheme for the PBL [18]. Hence, it was decided to perform the analysis on the four-domain nested configuration C2 (see Fig. 2) utilizing this combination of physical parametrizations. For all simulations, 12-hour model spin-up time has been allowed.

The performance of each different nested domain configuration was performed by computing various statistics for both the wind speed and direction. For the wind speeds the standard BIAS and RMSE measures and their relative counterparts are used, while for the wind direction the relative BIAS and the DACC statistics are used (see [16]). Let $m_i$ and $o_i$ denote the modelled and observed values of wind speed, respectively. The first metric we use is the Mean Error or BIAS, which measures the overall overestimation or underestimation of modelled wind speed values and is defined by:

$$BIAS = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (m_i - o_i)$$

and

$$Relative\ BIAS = \frac{BIAS}{O_{avg}} \times 100$$

where $O_{avg} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} o_i$ with $N$ the number of records. The second metric we use is the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the modelled and observed values and measures the amount of scatter of the wind speed errors:

$$RMSE^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (m_i - o_i)^2$$

and

$$Relative\ RMSE = \frac{RMSE}{O_{avg}} \times 100$$

To measure the directional accuracy of the wind, besides the relative BIAS metric, we also adopted the DACC metric. For any two angles $\alpha$ and $\beta$ the circular distance is defined as $\Delta \theta(\alpha, \beta) = \min[\alpha - \beta, 360^\circ - (\alpha - \beta)]$. Then, the DACC metric measures the percentage of times in which the circular distance between modelled and observed wind directions is lower than a threshold, chosen as 30°:

$$DACC = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} 1_{|\Delta \theta| \leq 30^\circ}}{N} \times 100$$

At this point, it should be noted that configuration C1 was tested for two different timesteps for the outer domain d01, namely 54 sec and 27 sec (same as C2 d01 timestep), in order to ensure reproducibility of the results. No significant differences in wind speed and direction were found in the results (with the mean relative RMSE not exceeding 8.7%) and it was observed (see Fig. 3) that WRF scales linearly for this configuration of nested domains; configuration C1_27 (27 sec timestep) at all instances took almost double the time of configuration C1_54 (54 sec timestep) to complete the performed tasks. Linear scaling of WRF has already been confirmed for single domain simulations [19]. Hence, for the rest of this paper, only configuration C1_54 will be considered and will be referred to simply as C1.
Fig. 3 Performance of WRF for C1 configuration. CPU time, required for one hour simulation, was recorded. C1_27 refers to C1 configuration with 27 sec domain d01 timestep and C1_54 refers to C1 configuration with 54 sec domain d01 timestep. The CPU-time ratio between the two different cases is approximately 2 (it varies between 1.84 and 2.26).

III. RESULTS

In this section, all comparisons and statistical analyses have been performed with WRF output from domain d03 of configuration C1 and domain d04 of configuration C2. Time series of the simulated wind speed at 28 m agl (20-minute intervals) and wind roses for energy and direction were compared against the observed near-surface wind speed and direction for the two configurations. A typical time series plot and wind roses are shown in Fig. 4. The model appeared capable of reproducing diurnal variations of wind speed. The main cause of errors in statistics appears to be differences in the time series caused by sudden peaks or drops of winds at a 3-6 hour time-scale of either the predicted or the observed wind speeds. Such differences might be the consequence of subgrid scale effects of unresolved topography by the model [20].

Fig. 4 A typical time series plot (top) and wind roses (bottom) for C1 configuration for the station of Loutro. The 28 m wind speeds and directions, both observed (red) and predicted (blue), are presented for a 7-day period.

Fig. 5 shows the BIAS, relative BIAS, RMSE and relative RMSE of the wind speed measured at 28 m agl, for the two stations and each different configuration. For both stations, the relevant metrics of the two configurations were comparable (less than 13% relative difference), thus indicating that both configurations predict similar wind speeds. However, it is interesting to observe that configuration C1 outperforms slightly the higher resolution configuration C2. This might be attributed to the fact that configuration C2 utilizes a smaller timestep, hence performing more integration steps for the numerical solution of the differential equations involved. This leads to higher accumulation of numerical error, which is depicted in the deterioration in the statistics of C2. Another possible source of error is the fact that the two stations were positioned close to the boundaries of domain d04 of configuration C2.

In Fig. 6 the BIAS, relative BIAS, RMSE, relative RMSE and DACC of the wind direction at 28 m agl are presented for both stations and each different configuration. Similar behaviour, as in the case of wind speeds, is exhibited with C1 outperforming C2 in the prediction of the wind direction. It should be noted that for both stations the BIAS and relative BIAS are negative.
Fig. 5 BIAS, relative BIAS, RMSE and relative RMSE of the wind speed measured at 28 m agl, for each different configuration C1 and C2 at the stations of (a) Kavala and (b) Loutro.

We also compare the performance of the two different configurations and the results are presented in Fig. 7. It can be seen that despite the fact that the total number of grid points for C2 is less than for C1 (as discussed in Section II), the speedup in calculations for C1 is approximately 2.4 times greater (the CPU-time ratio varies between 2.24 and 2.6). We believe that this is attributed to the known constraint of the WRF framework that it integrates each different domain sequentially, even though there might be no interaction among the different domains (see e.g. [6]). In both configurations, the timesteps employed were the maximum ones allowed by the numerical stability criterion [9].
Fig. 7 Performance of WRF for C1 and C2 nested domain configurations. CPU time, required for one hour simulation, was recorded.

The scope is to optimize model performance by obtaining accurate results in higher resolution and minimizing the computational cost. In order to do so, the following results are utilized:

a) The ratio of the number of grid points of the two innermost domains of C2 to the number of grid points of the innermost domain of C1 is 3/4.

b) The CPU-time ratio of configuration C1 to configuration C2 is approximately 2.4

c) WRF scales linearly with time

Hence, by keeping the timesteps of configurations C1 and C2 constant (54 sec and 27 sec, respectively for the outer domain), in order to make the CPU-time ratio of C1 to C2 equal to 1, then the ratio of the number of grid points should approximately be 3/10. Different C2 configurations should be tested, where the ratio of the number of grid points of their two innermost domains to the number of grid points of domain d03 of configuration C1 is equal to 3/10. This might as well be a step towards alleviating the problem of worse statistical performance of configuration C2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, preliminary results from the AKAIPRO research project have been utilized in order to assess the performance of WRF numerical model in nested domains simulation on an HPC cluster. Two different configurations have been tested (three-domain C1 and four-domain C2 nested configurations) and various verification statistics were computed, in order to gauge the model performance. It was found that configuration C1 performed 2.5 times faster than configuration C2 and it gave slightly better statistics. However, since it is obvious that higher resolution depicts more accurately regional topographical characteristics, a modification is proposed for configuration C2, based on the results analysis, in order to improve run times and statistics. Further work is already under way in order to test this proposition, as well as different domain configurations.
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